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Performance of M-ary FSK modulation
in a shadowed land mobile satellite
communications channel
R. A. KHALONA
(Manuscript received March 4, 4994)

'tbstract
M-ary frequency shift keying (MFSK) is it power-efficient modulation method
that is currently being studied for low-power and low-data-rate applications via
satellite. The power efficiency of this method increases as the signal alphabet increases, at the cost of increased complexity and reduced bandwidth efficiency. The
uncoded performance of MFSK in a land mobile satellite communications channel is
analyzed using a channel model that includes the effects of shadowing. Results for
ended performance using Reed-Solomon coding with hard-decision decoding are
derived and used to determine the codes that require the smallest signal-to-noise ratio
for a given hit error probability and for varying degrees of shadowing. These results
should be useful in determining link margins, and as a reference for validating the
findings of simulation studies.

Introduction
M-ary frequency shift keying (MFSK) is a power-efficient modulation
scheme in which efficiency improves as the number of frequencies employed, M, increases, at the expense of additional complexity and reduced
bandwidth efficiency. This scheme has been found to be advantageous in
low-rate, low-power applications via satellite. In a previous paper [1], the
performance of this modulation scheme was analyzed in a unified manner
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that provided results for slow, frequency-nonselective Rayleigh and Rician
fading channels, as well as in the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
channel. This was accomplished by using Rician statistics to model the
amplitude of the received (faded) signal. The validity of this model has been
verified for maritime and aeronautical environments by comparing measured
distributions for the amplitude of the received signal with Rician distributions having varying carrier-to-multipath ratios, C/M [2]-[4]. For land mobile satellite communications, however, the Rician model is generally not
suitable due to the presence of signal blockage (e.g., shadowing from buildings and other obstacles). Instead, various channel models have been proposed that characterize the amplitude distribution of the received signal in the
presence of shadowing 151,[6].
In this paper, the performance of uncoded MFSK modulation with optimum
noncoherent detection is determined for a land mobile satellite communications channel, using the channel model proposed by Loo 15]. This model was
selected because of its analytical tractability and case of implementation for
software simulation [7]. The use of noncoherent detection can be justified
because it is robust in a fading environment and has less implementation
complexity than coherent detection. In addition, in the absence of fading
when the received signal-to-noise ratio, S/N, is large, the performance of
optimum noncoherent detection approaches that of coherent detection, as
shown in Figure 1 [1].
First, the channel model proposed in Reference 5 is briefly reviewed. The
performance of uncoded MFSK using this channel model is then derived, and
results are presented for M = 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32. These results are used to
select the optimum Reed-Solomon code for 32-FSK in terms of minimum
required energy-per-bit to noise-power density ratio, EBINO, for a given bit
error probability.

A channel model for land mobile satellite
communications
The channel model considered here is obtained by assuming that the lineof-sight (LOS) signal component in the presence of shadowing is lognormally
distributed in amplitude and uniformly distributed in phase, while the multipath signal component is Rayleigh distributed in amplitude and uniformly
distributed in phase [51. Denoting the amplitude and phase of the composite
received signal by a and 0, respectively, this can be expressed as
ae je = zeta + wejis (a, z, w > 0)

Figure 1. Eb/N0 Penalty (dB) in Using Noncoherent Detection
With Respect to Coherent Detection as a Function

of P,, and M .for the AWGN Channel [1]

where z and IF are lognormal and Rayleigh distributed, respectively, and the
phases a and 0 are both uniformly distributed. When noncoherent detection
is used and fading is, sufficiently slow, the performance of a modulation
scheme can be established based on the amplitude statistics of the received
signal (Los plus multipath signal components). With the above assumptions,
the probability density of the amplitude of the received signal is given by [5]

2bp
1 e 2b9
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2do dz (2)

where ho is the average multipath power relative to the unfaded LOS signal
(I) component, and p. and do are the mean and variance, respectively, of the
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lognormally distributed shadowed LOS signal component. The numerical values
of these parameters, as a function of the degree of shadowing (obtained in
propagation measurements at L-band, performed in Canada [81) are given in
Table 1 [91.
In the next section, this channel model is used to determine the performance of uncoded MFSK modulation with optimum noncoherent detection in
a land mobile satellite link.

No W/Hz. In what follows, it is mathematically convenient to characterize the
fading process by defining r(t) = a2(t). That is, fading is dealt with on a
power basis. Since a(t) > 0, the probability density function for r(t) can be
shown to be
,2
PA r) - e 2110

(In z-p)2
Arz
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dz (5)

TABLE I. PARAMETERS IN Loo's CHANNEL MODEL*
DEUREE Or
SHADOWING

do

IF

When fading is slow (i.e., the bandwidth of the fading process, r(t), is
significantly smaller than the symbol rate), the symbol error probability for
uncoded MFSK with ideal noncoherent detection can be found by averaging
its unfaded performance over the statistics of the fading process, as

[M

Light

0.115

0.115

0.158

Average

0.161

-0.115

0.126

Heavy

0.806

-3.91

110631

P` JH P,l,(r.ys) PR(r) dr

*The parameters used are those in Table I of Reference 9.
The discrepancy between these parameters and those of
Reference 5 was kindly communicated to the author by
C. Loo of CRC.

(6)

where yr = k Eb/No is the S/N per MFSK symbol, and PI,. (r,yr) is the symbol error probability conditioned on a time-varying channel amplitude given
by [Il
-, N-1

a/ncoded MFSK performance
In MFSK modulation, one of M = 2t signals is transmitted every T seconds,
where T is the time allotted for the transmission of each M-ary symbol and k
is the number of information bits per symbol. Neglecting possible random
phase shifts for each MFSK tone, which do not affect the performance of the
noncoherent detector, each signal can be described by

Pvtr( tt Y,)=^ u Io(y2rya u) exp
0

i=1, 2, ...,M

(3)

where E5 = k Eh is the energy per symbol, and Eh is the energy per information bit. The received signal, v(t), can be expressed as
v(t) = a(t) • s, (t)+n(t) (4)
where a(I) is a stationary and slowly varying channel amplitude (i.e., slow
fading) with amplitude statistics given by equation (2) above, and no) is a
zero mean Gaussian noise process with one-sided power spectral density,

2

I

1- 1-e 2 du (7)

A well-known alternative form of equation (7), which is easier to compute
when M is not too large, is given by
u-1

2E ,
si(t)= ^ T cos(27ifjt), 0<t<_T,

u +2ry,

i+I
i+l

^ i
pl

i+1 ry. (8)

where CM =M!V[(M-i)!i!]. Substituting equations ( 8) and (5) into equation
(6) and performing the integral with respect to r results in the following
analytical expression for the average symbol error probability:

H-I 1 +1 1
1 (-1)
Ps = CMe

\23Tdo i+2boy,i fo
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<2Yri
2d0 „ i+1+2borsi

dz (9)
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which has been integrated numerically to obtain the results given here. The
integral in equation (9) was computed by using the substitution x = e-' and
evaluating the resulting integral using a combination of Simpson's rule and
the extended trapezoidal rule [10]. The uncoded bit error probability of MFSK
for M = 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 and for light, average, and heavy shadowing (as
quantified by the parameters in Table 1) is shown in Figure 2. The uncoded
bit error ratio (HER) ranges for these graphs were chosen to correspond to
decoded BER ranges of interest when Reed-Solomon coding and harddecision decoding are used, as discussed in the next section.
For orthogonal MFSK, the bit error probability can be related to the symbol
error probability through Pb = [M/2(M - 1)1P5. The results given in Figure 2
for binary FSK agree with those presented previously by Loo [9]. They can
also be useful in determining the performance of differential phase shift
keying (DFSK), since for AWGN and slow fading channels the performance of
DPSK is 3 dB better than that of noncoherent binary FSK. For fast fading,
however, the latter may outperform the former [I I].
(b) Average Shadowing

(a) Light Shadowing

(c) Heavy Shadowing

Figure 2. Uncoded Performance of Noncoherent MFSK Modulation in a
Figure 2. Uncoded Performance of Noncoherent MFSK Modulation in a
Land Mobile Satellite Link With Shadowing Land Mobile Satellite Link With Shadowing (Cont'd)
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Close inspection of the results in Figure 2 reveals that, for moderate to
high S/N, approximately a 2-dB improvement in performance is obtained as
M increases from 2 to 4, and approximately l-dB improvement results as M
increases from 4 to 8, with diminishing performance returns as M increases
further. These results will now be used to optimize Reed-Solomon (RS) code
selection for a particular MFSK modulation scheme.

35

30

25

Reed-Solomon code optimization for 32-FSK
The results given in Figures 1 and 2 for uncoded performance reveal that
MFSK performance does improve as M increases; however, for M > 32 the
improvement is rather small. This indicates a tradeoff between improved
power performance on the one hand and increased complexity plus reduced
bandwidth efficiency on the other. The results presented in the previous
section are used here to optimize code selection for 32-FSK, which is judged
to offer a reasonable compromise between increased complexity and bandwidth efficiency for a target bit error probability, assuming RS coding with
hard-decision decoding. Some of the merits of this modulation/coding scheme
in terms of performance and implementation complexity have already been
discussed in Reference 1.
When MFSK is used in conjunction with RS coding and hard-decision
decoding, and when sufficiently long interleaving is used, decoded performance can be specified in terms of the uncoded symbol error probability as

Ps= M 1 '$^ iC,NNj(I-P.)1
2(M-1) N=,+I

(10)

20

15

10

5
K FOR (31,K) RS CODES

Figure 3. Determination of Optimum RS Codes for 32-FSK in a
Shadowed Land Mobile Satellite Link

TABLE 2. OPTIMUM (31, K) RS CODE(S) FOR 32-FSK MODULATION IN A
SHADOWED LAND MOBILE SATELLITE LINK
LEN 0

DEGREE OF

where an (N, K) RS code is assumed. Such a code is capable of correcting up
to t = int [(N-K)/2] RS symbol errors. In evaluating equation (10), the S/N
per MFSK coded symbol y„ = r,.k Eh/N„ is substituted for y, in equation (9),
where r,_ = K/N is the code rate of the RS code.
Optimizing the RS code for MFSK entails finding the value of K for which
the required EhIN„ for a given bit error probability is minimized, assuming
a direct mapping from RS symbols to MFSK tones (i.e., N = M - 1), as
discussed in Reference 1. The results of this optimization for 32-ESK arc
given in Figure 3, which shows the required FEIN,, for a bit error probability
of 10-4 for light, average, and heavy shadowing. These results are summarized in Table 2, which gives the optimum value of K as a function of the
degree of shadowing. and the required value of Eh/N„ for the above bit error
probability.

25

15

5

SHADOWING

OPTIMUM K

(dB)

Light

15

6.6

Average

13 ar 15

9.1

Heavy

II

21.4

The above results assume that very long interleaving is used. It is expected
that limited interleaving will increase the Eh/NO requirement over that given
in Table 2. Quantifying this interleaving degradation does not appear to be
feasible without resorting to time domain simulations. The performance of
32-FSK with the optimum RS codes of Table 2 and hard-decision decoding is
shown in Figure 4 for the three degrees of shadowing considered above.
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LIGHT ' AVERAGE HEAVY
HADOWING II SHADOWING SHADOWING

Ww
w
II IS(31,15 ) ITS (W31,11)
RS (31,15)

Eb/Ne (dB)

Figure 4. Performance of 32-FSK With Optimum RS Codes of Table 2
in a Shadowed Land Mobile Satellite Link

Conclusions
An analytic method for determining the encoded performance of MFSK in
a land mobile satellite communications channel has been developed. This
method uses Loo's channel model 15] to account for the effects of signal
shadowing. Channel amplitude variations are assumed to be slow with respect to signal variations. For low-data-rate applications via satellite, this
assumption is probably valid for slowly moving users, even for small data
rates. For stationary users, especially those who do not have a clear LOS to
the satellite, the lognormal shadowing model may not be adequate, since
fading may be too slow. In this case, performance might be more accurately
determined by assuming a fixed power loss in the link. For nonstationary
users, depending on the data rate, the validity of this assumption may be
questionable, since fast fading can cause significant additional degradation in
uncoded performance.

Results for coded performance using RS coding with hard-decision decoding
were derived and used to determine the codes that yield the smallest S/N
requirement for a given bit error probability and for varying degrees of
shadowing. For coded performance, the degradation due to slow fading (e.g.,
for stationary users) will strongly depend on the depth of interleaving
employed, since slow fading generally requires that data be interleaved to a
greater extent to disperse errors caused by long fades.
For those interested in other classes of codes, Lutz [13] gives rough
guidelines for selecting the best interleaving depth for Bose-ChaudhuriHocquenghem (BCH) block codes and convolutional codes as a function of
the data rate and maximum expected fading bandwidth.
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Availability prediction for handheld
communications systems using nongeosynchronous satellites
W. A. SANDRIN AND D. V. HASCHARF
(Manuscript received August 16. 1993)

Abstract

PhD with emphasis in telecommunication systems.

A variety of satellite constellations have been proposed for providing handheldterminal telephone service via satellite. The constellations under consideration can he
categorized as low earth orbit O LO), intermediate circular orbit QCO), or geosynchronous
earth orbit (CEO). It is particularly important that a constellation allow calls to be
established and maintained when blockage is present in the user's local environment.
This issue is addressed for both LEO and Ico systems, and quantitative examples are
given for selected LEA/ICO constellations, including the probability of a user completing
a call of arbitrary duration in an environment with a precisely defined skyline that
determines the directions in which communications links can be maintained. The
examples indicate the quality of service that can be expected (given certain assumptions regarding user environment, link margin, and handover) and provide a basis for
comparing the candidate constellations.

From 1990 to 1994, Dr. Khalona was a Member of the
Technical Staff in the Communications Technology Divi-

Introduction

Ramon A. Khalona received the BS, MS, and PhD
degrees, all in electrical engineering , from the Illinois
Institute of Technology ([IT) in 1982, 1984, and 1990,
respectively. From 1984 to 1986, he performed earth station engineering work at the Managua Earth Station in
Nicaragua, and then returned to lIT as an instructor in
electrical engineering , teaching courses in communication systems and radio frequency design while earning a

sion at COMSAT Laboratories, where he was engaged in system studies related to
mobile satellite communications, including propagation transmission impairment
analysis, channel modeling, and simulations. He subsequently joined Nippondenso
America, Inc., LA Laboratories, in Carlsbad, California, where he is currently a
Senior Member of the Technical Staff conducting R&D on cellular and personal
communications. Dr. Khalona is a member of the IEEE Communications Society and
the IEEE Information Theory Society.

A number of different satellite system designs are currently under
consideration for providing voice service to handheld terminals. These systems
can be categorized as low earth orbit (LEO), intermediate circular orbit (icO),
or geosynchronous earth orbit (GEO) satellite systems.
While many factors-including launch economics, spacecraft technology,
earth segment complexity, network and handover issues, spectrum allocation
237
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and sharing, and capacity-influence the selection of a preferred orbital
configuration, one very important consideration is service availability. The
customer environment is a major factor affecting availability for any type of
satellite system; however, there is a fundamental difference between GEO and
LEO/ICO systems in terms of link reliability if the customer is located in a nonideal environment where service may he interrupted due to blockage or
shadowing.
In a GEO system, link quality to a customer using a handheld terminal is
usually not time-sensitive (neglecting multipath considerations), so that once
a customer has established a good-quality link, the link is likely to remain
good for the duration of the call. In contrast, link quality in a LEO/1CO system
is time-sensitive because the elevation angle and azimuth to the satellite are
constantly changing. Furthermore, abrupt changes in direction occur during
satellite handover. The study described here was conducted to quantify availability for LEO and Ico systems. It examined the ability of these systems to
provide reliable service to a customer who either receives or initiates a telephone call.
The term availability, when applied to communications systems, has a
number of different formal definitions. Usually, availability is a measure of
the fraction of time that a system is usable in some sense, although in some
analyses of mobile systems availability has been associated with the fraction
of geographical area for which communications links can be maintained.
Here, availability is used in the context of a measure of time, although its
specific definition is not the commonly used fraction (or percentage) of time
that a link is usable, but rather the probability that a user can successfully
complete a call lasting N minutes (where N is an arbitrary length of time)
given a specific user skyline and a specific LEO or ICO satellite constellation.
This definition provides a meaningful basis for comparing various nongeosynchronous satellite systems.

LEO/1C0 system availability methodology and
assumptions
In a LEO or iCO system, a user with a handheld terminal will experience
uninterrupted service provided the network always hands over (reroutes) a call
in progress to a satellite visible to the user. LEOIICO system constellations are
designed so that at least one satellite is always visible above a specified
minimum elevation angle. Therefore, as long as the user has an unblocked
view above the minimum angle, over 360° of azimuth, uninterrupted service is
possible. (Satellites in LEO/ICO constellations are sometimes visible at elevation
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angles below the specified minimum, a factor that is important in computing
availability when the user has an irregular skyline.)
The higher the minimum elevation angle for which satellite constellations
are designed, the better their availability will be, since the chances of satellite
blockage are reduced. However, LEO/ICO satellite constellations which provide
higher minimum elevation angles are more expensive than those providing
lower minimum angles, since more satellites are required for a given orbit
altitude. Constellations with minimum elevation angles ranging from 10° to
30° have been proposed, and example constellations covering this range are
compared herein.
For many potential user environments, the local topography (or "skyline")
will extend above the minimum elevation angle in certain azimuthal directions.
As a result, there may be some periods of time when no satellite is visible to
the user. During these intervals, calls in progress will be terminated and new
calls cannot be initiated or received. As the caller's skyline becomes increasingly
filled with high-elevation obstacles (such as buildings, hilly terrain, or dense
vegetation), service interruptions can be expected to increase.
The analyses that follow will quantify the relationship between the user's
skyline and the quality of service (link availability) that can be expected from
different LEO/ICO constellations. The analyses are based on two idealizing
assumptions:
• That handover is perfect; i.e., that the call in progress is always
handed over to a visible satellite, provided one is available.
• That service interruption occurs whenever the user does not have a
direct line-of-sight path to any satellite.
These assumptions permit the problem to be analyzed directly and
unambiguously. Effects such as diffraction, shadowing, scattering, and multipath must also be considered in quantifying the relationship between availability
and link margin. However, as discussed later, the amount of required margin
can be inferred based on other factors. For link designs where the margin is
relatively small (approximately 6 dB or less), the results presented here can
give a reasonable estimate of link availability, provided the first assumption
regarding perfect handover applies.
Figure 1 gives an overview of the process that was used to estimate link
availability. The first step is to define the user environment and the satellite
constellation. Information on the user environment is then used to model the
user skyline. In the examples shown here, the user's skyline (in terms of
elevation angle vs azimuth) was obtained in a number of ways. In the first
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DEFINE USER ENVIRONMENT
• USER HEIGHT
• MINIMUM HORIZON
• SURROUNDING BUILDINGS / OBSTACLES

DEFINE SATELLITE CONSTELLATION
• ORBIT HEIGHT
• ORBITAL PERIOD
• INCLINATION ANGLE
• NO. ORBITAL PLANES
• Na SATELLITES PER PLANE
• RELATIVE SATELLITE PHASING

COMPUTE USER SKYLINE

SPECIFY USER LATITUDE

I
PERFORM TIME DOMAIN SIMULATION OF USER-SATELLITE LINK

PROCESS RESULTS TO OBTAIN DESIRED OUTPUTS
CALL COMPLETION PROBABILITY
• RANDOM CALL INITIATION
• CONDITIONAL CALL INITIATION
ILLUSTRATIVE PLOTS
• ELEVATION ANGLE PROBABILITY DENSITY
• ELEVATION ANGLE vs TIME
• AZIMUTH ANGLE vs TIME
• ELEVATION ANGLE vs AZIMUTH ANGLE

Figure /. Overview of LEO/ICO Availability Calculation Methodology
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approach, a "low-rise" urban setting was modeled by a cluster of buildings of
specific sizes, with the user located at a specific point. This model was then
used to compute the user's skyline. In subsequent examples, more-general
skylines were modeled using different clusters of wall arrangements, each
configured to produce the same average elevation angle. A simpler skyline
model consisting of a constant elevation angle for all values of azimuth was
also used. This latter model places the user in the center of a large circular
pit-an unrealistic case, but one that is useful for calibration and comparison
purposes.
In addition to the user environment, the user's latitude must be specified,
since coverage for LEO/te0 constellations is sensitive to this parameter. (The
long-term statistics of interest in this study are not sensitive to user longitude.)
Figure I identifies the types of parameters that must be specified for the
selected satellite constellation.
Given the satellite constellation data and the user skyline, a time domain
simulation is run which computes, as a function of time, the elevation angle
and azimuth to all satellites above the unblocked horizon, and then determines
which satellites are visible to the user. The computed time record data are then
processed to determine the relationship between the length of a call and the
probability of successfully completing the call.
Examples given later provide other processed output, including plots of
elevation angle or azimuth angle vs time, and elevation angle probability
density functions. These intermediate relationships, which are generated in the
process of computing availability, provide insight into the nature of the blockage
problem.
The principal output of the LEO/ICO analysis is the relationship between the
length of a call and the probability of successfully completing the call, given a
specific satellite constellation, user skyline, and user location. Although this
relationship is very sensitive to the specific user skyline assumed, the primary
utility of such a relationship is twofold. First, it provides a quantitative indication
of availability for environments that are representative of those for typical
users. Second, it offers a mechanism for quantitative comparisons among
different candidate constellations.
The software developed to perform the analysis illustrated in Figure 1 is
described in an Appendix to this paper.

Comparison of lour LEO/1C0 systems
The example comparisons presented here are designed specifically to illustrate the comparison technique used and the differences among four example
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LEO/lco constellations, each having a minimum elevation angle between 10°
and 30°. The examples also compare a LEO constellation and an Leo constellation having minimum elevation angles of approximately 20°.
The characteristics of the four LEOheO systems being compared are given
in Table 1. Each constellation has been considered as a candidate for supporting a handheld communications system, with attention at the time of this study
being focused particularly on the LEO-54 and ico-12 constellations. The
minimum visibility elevation angle for a constellation vanes with user latitude.
A latitude of 30° was selected for the examples given because, at this latitude,
the minimum elevation angle is about the same (approximately 20°) for the
LEo-54 and ico-12 systems.

N

N

if

Availability results for a "low -rise" urban setting

A practical means of comparing the four candidate constellations is to
compute the probability of completing a call lasting N minutes for specific
local topographies. Figure 2 illustrates the basic user environment assumed
for the examples given here. Two orientations are used: one in which the
streets are aligned north-south and cast-west (Figure 2), and another in which
the same street layout is rotated 45° counterclockwise. This user setting is
designated a "low-rise" urban environment. Note that the user in these examples
is located 17.7 It (12.5I) from the corner of a 96-ft-high building at the
street intersection. The user's optical skyline (in terms of elevation angle vs
azimuth angle) which results from this environment is shown in Figure 3,
where North is the 0° azimuth value. The skyline for the other example
environment, in which the entire setting is rotated 45° clockwise, is the same
as shown in Figure 3 except that 45° is subtracted from the azimuth scale.
Figures 4 and 5 plot the probability of completing a call lasting N minutes
in the two example environments. The graphs are generated using the
methodology shown in Figure 1, and the following assumptions apply:
• The user's environment is that shown in Figure 2.
• Handover is always perfect.
• The call is maintained as long as there is at least one satellite visible
to the user. That is, as a satellite dips below the user's skyline,
handover to another satellite is assumed, provided another satellite is
visible to the user at that instant.
• The call occurs at a random time, with the user either initiating or
receiving the call.
• For azimuth angles where the user sees the horizon instead of a
building, a 5° minimum usable elevation angle is assumed. Hence,
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Figure 3. Low-Rise Urban Skyline (avg. elev. = 26.82)
when the user has an unblocked view of a satellite at a 5° elevation
angle, communication is maintained if all other satellites having higher
elevation angles are blocked by the user's skyline at that instant.
• The link is broken when line-of-sight (optical) visibility to all spacecraft
is lost.
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Figure 2. Simulated Low-Rise Urban Intersection

As shown in Figure 4, the two Ieo constellations provide better availability
than the two LEO configurations, except for short call durations (less than
7 minutes), when LEO-54 is superior to Ico-12. It should be noted that, while
most commercial telephony systems achieve availabilities well in excess of
0.95, the results shown in Figure 4 would, by comparison, be unacceptable for
long call durations, especially for the LEO systems.
A 45° rotation of the street alignment (Figure 5) resulted in perfect
availability for both ]CO systems. The LEO-54 system was essentially unchanged
(only slightly worse), and the LEo-35 system, which was poor in Figure 4, was
significantly poorer. To assist in explaining these differences, a series of plots
were made of the azimuth and elevation angles for the satellites having the
highest and second highest elevation angles. The plots showed that, for the
rotated street intersection model, the backup satellite is unblocked for both lCo
constellations.
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Figure 5. Probability of Completing a Call of N Minutes
Figure 6. Elevation Angle vs Tune for an ICO-12 System
Assuming a City Intersection Skyline Rotated 45° at 30° User Latitude
The results shown in Figure 5 for the ICU, constellations, with the 45° street when no satellite is visible, the elevation angle is plotted as zero, and it can be
alignment, indicate that a satellite is always visible to the user despite the seen that there are a few intervals over a 24-hr period during which no satellite
proximity of large obstacles, whereas for the original north-south alignment, is visible (thus making the probability of completing a randomly initiated call
there are occasions when no satellite is visible. This phenomenon is also less than 1). When the street alignment is rotated 45° clockwise (Figure 6b), a
illustrated in Figures 6a and 6b, which plot elevation angle (to the highest satellite is always visible to the user.
visible satellite) vs time for the respective street alignments. In Figure 6a,
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Comparison of constellation elevation angle distributions

tion angles which may also be visible to the user. Thus, it cannot he concluded
that the constellation with the highest average elevation angle is always the
best for all skylines. (As noted for the example depicted in Figure 4, the
LEo-54 constellation has better availability than the ICO-12 constellation for
calls of less than 7 minutes duration.)

To provide insight into the nature of the four satellite constellations being
compared, Figure 7 shows the probability density of the elevation angle of the
highest satellite for each constellation. In each case, the probability density is
zero below the minimum elevation angle for that constellation, as given in
Table 1. Also note that this plot is specific to a 30° latitude.
The plot in Figure 7 indicates (but does not conclusively prove, for reasons
discussed below) which constellations will have the best availability. For
example, because the mean elevation angle of the LEo-35 constellation is
lower than that of the other constellations, LEO-35 is likely to have the worst
availability in a blocked environment. The fact that the LEo-54 constellation is
skewed toward low elevation angles while the ieo-12 constellation is skewed
toward high elevation angles indicates that, for many blockage environments,
the Ico constellation will provide better availability than the LEO constellation,
although both have a minimum elevation angle of about 20°.
It should be kept in mind, however, that the probability densities shown in
Figure 7 provide no information regarding other satellites with lower eleva'Elevation angle of
the satellite with the
highest elevation
angle (when two °r
more are visible).
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30
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Availabililies assuming constant elevation angle horizons

An alternative to comparing constellations on the basis of specific user
environments is to make comparisons assuming a user horizon that is fixed at
a constant elevation angle for all values of azimuth. This models the case
where the user is located at the center of a large circular pit. While this is not
very representative of most user environments, it is easily specified and
unambiguous. Consequently, it provides useful information regarding the
relative performance of different constellations. As will be discussed later, a
constant-elevation-angle horizon is not the worst-case horizon. Other horizons
exist that have the same average elevation angle but result in significantly
poorer availability.
Figure 8 presents the results of the availability analysis for the four constellations being compared. As can be seen, when the horizon is below the
minimum elevation angle guaranteed by the particular constellation, availability
is perfect; when the user's horizon is higher than the minimum elevation
angle, availability is not perfect. Thus, it is not surprising that the I.EO-35
constellation, with its minimum elevation angle of 10° (Figure 8a), is the
worst of the four, while the ico-15 constellation, with its minimum elevation
angle of 30°, is the best (Figure 8d).
It is noteworthy that there is a significant difference in availability between
the LEo-54 constellation and the lCo-l2 constellation (Figures 8b and 8c),
even though both have approximately the same minimum elevation angle of
20°. Comparing these two cases reveals that the ICO-12 constellation has
significantly better availability than the LEo-54 constellation. This difference
is attributed to the fact that the satellites of the Ico-12 constellation are visible
to the user at relatively high elevation angles for a greater amount of time,
whereas the LEO-54 satellites spend more time at lower elevation angles. This
explanation is supported by the elevation angle probability density functions
given in Figure 7.

so

ELEVATION ANGLE (deg)

Figure 7. Elevation Angle* Probability Density for a User
at 30° Latitude

Example of availability computed at a higher latitude

In the examples shown in Figures 4 and 5 a latitude of 30° was selected,
since the minimum elevation angles for that latitude for both the Ico-12 and
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the LEo-54 constellations were about 20°. However, since elevation angle
distributions change with latitude, it can be expected that availability will also
change with user latitude.
Figure 9 shows the elevation angle probability density distributions at a
latitude of 38° for the four constellations. The minimum elevation angle for
the LEO-54 constellation has now become about 30°, whereas (from Figure 7)
at a latitude of 30°, the minimum elevation angle was about 20°. Other differences in the elevation angle probability density functions can be seen by
comparing Figures 7 and 9.
Figure 10 gives the results of the availability analysis for the site shown in
Figure 2 at a latitude of 38°. Comparing the results in Figure 10 with those in
Figure 4 reveals a dramatic improvement for the LEO-54 constellation, while
the other three constellations show only slight changes in availability, with the
ico-15 and LEo-35 constellations improving slightly and the ico-12
constellation becoming slightly worse.
Although the purpose of this example was to demonstrate that availability
for Leo/Ico constellations is sensitive to latitude, the results for this one
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Figure 10. Probability of Completing a Call of N Minutes
Assuming it City Intersection Skyline at 38°Latitude
example are not sufficient for generalizations regarding the relationship between availability and latitude. A better approach would be to compare the
elevation angle probability density functions at many latitudes for constellations of interest and to include a series of availability plots for various latitudes,
for different user environments.

ICO-15

Conditioned call completion probabilities

LEO-351 \
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Figure 9. Elevation Angles Probability Densi
a User at 38 ° Latitude

Jo

All of the probability-of-call-completion examples presented above assume
that the call is initiated at a random time, which is the usual assumption
made in teletraffic analyses. Although this is a reasonable assumption for
competition-sensitive systems, especially when received calls are considered,
availability for user-placed calls would be expected to improve if the user had
a "green light" display on the handset which indicated that at least one satellite
was visible. The probability of completing a call of N minutes would be
enhanced, at the expense of having to wait for a satellite to become visible.
Figure I I is an example of such a conditioned-availability relationship.
This is the same as the example shown in Figure 4, except that calls are only
initiated during periods when at least one satellite is visible to the user.
Figure 12 complements Figure I I by showing the time a user must wait for a
visible satellite when a call is initiated randomly. Comparing Figures 4 and I I
reveals that imposing this condition makes little difference in the computed
availabilities for the three best systems, and only modestly improves the
availability of the poorest system. This is because, for the three best systems,
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the probability of not having a visible satellite at any given time is very small.
Therefore, this type of conditioned call access will only he of value when
system availability is relatively poor to begin with.
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through plots of elevation angle vs time (Figure 13a), azimuth angle vs time
(Figure 13h), and elevation angle vs azimuth angle (Figure 13c). In all of these
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In the preceding section, the four LEO/ICO constellations described in Table I
were compared, primarily on the basis of computed availability estimates for
users located in various environments. An intermediate step in producing the
availability plots is the computation of elevation and azimuth angles for the
satellites as seen from the user's location.
Plots of elevation and azimuth angles for LEO/ICO constellations provide
insight into their nature. As an example, the LEO-54 constellation is illustrated

ma 0.10

m3
O°

The relationships described above were selected to compare four satellite
constellations in terms of their service availability. In general, the higher a
constellation's minimum elevation angle, the better its availability.
Two of the constellations examined (LEo-54 and [CO-12) have similar
minimum elevation angles at a latitude of 30°. From the results presented
here, it appears that the co-12 constellation would offer superior availability
over a wider range of environments, although this observation is not conclusive,
and other examples in which the LEO-54 constellation is the better of the two
are also given (i.e., Figure 4 for short calls, and Figure 10). More extensive
comparisons using a greater number of sample environments and more values
of latitude would be required in order to select one specific constellation over
another. Also, these comparisons were made solely on the basis of an idealized
availability analysis; other factors (identified in the Introduction) must be
considered when selecting a preferred constellation.

plots, the values of elevation angle and azimuth angle are for the satellite with
0 4 8 12 16
LEO-54 WAIT DURATION, N (min)

20

Figure 12. Probability of Having to Wait N Minutes Before a
Satellite Becomes Visible, Assuming a City Intersection

the highest elevation angle as seen by a user at 30° latitude. It is also assumed
that there are no blockages between the user's location and the satellite (i.e.,
that the user's skyline is a 0° horizon). The plots illustrate the following
features, which may help provide an intuitive understanding of the nature of
LEO/ICO systems:

Skyline and Random Call Initiation Time
• Satellite handover, which is identified by abrupt changes in the plotted
functions.
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Figure 13. Plots of Elevation and Azimuth Angle for a
LEO-54 System at 30° User Latitude

Although it is readily apparent that the availability of a LEO/ICO system will
degrade as the average elevation angle of the user's skyline increases, it is also
of interest to know how the specific shape of a user's skyline affects availability.
This relationship is illustrated here by assuming 13 different skyline shapes
(Figure 14), each with the same average elevation angle. For each skyline,
availability is computed in terms of the probability of completing a call lasting
N minutes. The results are then compared, both with each other and with
availability results obtained using skylines of constant elevation angle.
In the availability calculations, the heights of the obstacles shown in the
figure have been adjusted so that the average skyline elevation angles are 16°
and 25°. The examples discussed here assume a Leo-35 constellation (as
described in Table I) and a user latitude of 38.6° (Washington, D.C.).
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Figures 15a and 156 present the results of availability calculations for 16°
and 25° average elevation angle skylines, respectively. Overlaid on these
figures are the availabilities that result from uniform skylines of constant
elevation angle. The same assumptions discussed previously were made in
obtaining these availability results. That is, that handover is always made to a
satellite visible to the user, that the link is broken when there are no satellites
visible to a user, and that line-of-sight visibility exists.
Examination of Figure 15 reveals that availability is highly sensitive to the
specific shape of the skyline, and that there is a large variance among the
examples. For example, for the 16° average skylines shown in Figure 15a, the
availability performance for individual skylines ranges from being nearly
equivalent to a uniform skyline of 13° (skyline 8) to being worse than a
uniform skyline of 22° (skyline 10). Skylines with good visibility in the northsouth direction (such as skylines 3 and 8) have the best availability characteristics. This is a consequence of the polar orbits of the satellite constellation
used in this example.
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Figure 14. Skyline Blockage Scenarios

As noted previously, the examples given in this paper are idealized in that
they assume that a link is broken if the user loses line-of-sight (optical)
visibility to all satellites. Because blockages do not affect radio waves in the
same way as light waves, and because RF links between the user and satellite
will be designed with excess power margins, the applicability of these line-ofsight visibility assumptions must be examined.
Actual links at L-band differ from ideal line-of-sight paths due to effects
such as diffraction, multipath, scattering, and attenuation caused by vegetation. buildings, and other obstacles. Therefore, for links with very large power
margins, availability will be significantly better than the idealized examples
shown here. Larger margins permit operation in shadowed regions because of
diffraction, operation with scattered components, and operation with signals
that are partially attenuated due to vegetation and losses. However, it can be
argued that the line-of-sight model used here is appropriate for links having
smaller power margins, and therefore that the availability estimates based on
this assumption are reasonable for such cases. For reasons discussed below, an
appropriate value for a "smaller margin" in this case is about 6 dB, although it
is recognized that, in terms of conventional satellite links, 6 dB is not a small
margin.
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Theoretically, diffraction from an ideal straight edge will produce an
attenuation of 6 dB relative to an unblocked transmission when a source is
positioned at the point where the straight edge intersects the line between the
source and the receiver (i.e., the point where optical blockage begins) [1],[2].
A recent experiment [3] reported a reduction of 5.5 dB in the level of a
received L-hand satellite beacon at the point where the edge of the roof of an
office building intersected the line-of-sight path between the satellite and the
receiver, where the elevation angle was 15°. Even though this is a single
experimental result (in which the corner of the roof was rounded), it seems to
confirm that the theoretical loss of 6 dB may also be a practical assumption at
the elevation angle where the satellite is directly in line with the edge of an
essentially opaque obstruction, such as a large building.
When the skyline consists of vegetation, the loss at elevation angles below
the skyline depends on the nature of the vegetation (i.e., the type of tree,
distribution of tree and shrub sizes and heights, and the length of the vegetation
path in the direction of the satellite). Although the loss due to vegetation is
variable, measurements described in References 3 and 4 indicate that losses
are substantial even for small amounts of vegetation. For example, data collected
by Goldhirsh and Vogel 14] predict a loss of 24 dB at 1.6 GHz, at an elevation
angle of 20°, for a pear tree canopy in full foliage, while data given in
Reference 3 show losses ranging from 13 to 22 dB due to a tree line with
an average height of 80 It at an elevation angle of 15° and a frequency of
1.6 GHz. From these and similar data (summarized in Reference 4) it can be
concluded that link margins will have to he substantial (on the order of 20 dB)
if transmissions are to penetrate foliage. For smaller link margins (on the
order of 6 dB), a skyline of vegetation will have approximately the same
effect on availability as an opaque skyline of the same shape.
Measurements made inside small buildings indicate losses ranging from
about 10 to 20 dB 15] at L-band. Hence, using the same reasoning as for
vegetation, it can be concluded that, unless large margins are used, nearly all
buildings will appear essentially opaque to satellite links with margins on the
order of 6 dB.
Given sufficient link margin, communications can be maintained in
shadowed regions via reflected and scattered components. This type of link
(called a Rayleigh channel) is characteristic of terrestrial mobile links, where
margins are well in excess of 20 dB (typically by tens of dBs) and line-ofsight user locations are rare.
Based on the above discussion, it can be concluded that the availability
results given previously should be good approximations of the actual
availabilities that can be expected for LEO/ICO links with link margins on the
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order of 6 dB, where this 6 dB is in excess of the margin allowances for head
blockage (including the antenna distortion due to head proximity) and for
multipath. Hence, if the total link margin is on the order of 6 dB, the results
predicted here will be optimistic (i.e., will correspond to skylines that are
somewhat lower).
On the other hand, if the link margin is 20 dB or greater, the availability
results presented here would be pessimistic. That is, availability will probably
not improve substantially over the results given here until the link margins are
strong enough to penetrate vegetation and buildings, or until they produce
enough scattered and reflected components so that the link can operate under
either Rician conditions (with low carrier-to-multipath ratios) or Rayleigh
conditions.
Perfect handover

The second idealizing assumption anticipates perfect (i.e., seamless)
handover to another visible satellite whenever an established link to a satellite
is broken due to shadowing. Highly reliable handover is essential for any t.EO/
co
Isystem,
and it is assumed that the necessary techniques can he developed.
Since these techniques will obviously require sufficient margin on the links to
the satellite(s) to which the link will be switched when blockage occurs, it is
further assumed that blockage considerations will be the primary determinant
of availability, and that handover will not be sensitive to the user skyline.
Thus, in order for a LEO/lC0 system to he successful, reliable handover will be
required in any user environment. Also, as the user's environment becomes
increasingly shadowed and handover becomes relatively frequent, problems
should not arise if handover is designed to be reliable, as is anticipated in the
initial system design. (Handover algorithms must preclude excessively frequent
handovers. which might, for example, be initiated by channel fading.) Hence,
it is reasonable to conclude that the availability results given here are not
significantly affected by the assumption of ideal handover. However, the
results presented here are optimistic compared to systems designed to hand
over calls at preset times, that is, those that do not perform handover when
blockage occurs.

Conclusions
Four satellite systems that use non-geosynchronous orbits to provide handheld communications have been compared in terms of their service availability. In addition to demonstrating the analysis techniques used, the quantitative
Leo/1C0 comparisons have shown how availability for various environments
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varies with the minimum elevation angle guaranteed by a constellation, as
well as with orbital altitude. The examples given showed the importance of
using a high minimum elevation angle. They also showed that an Ico system
will generally have better availability than a LEO system, given the same
minimum elevation angle. because ICO satellites tend to remain at higher
elevation angles for a greater percentage of time. For many of the cases
selected, availability (in terms of a caller being able to successfully complete a
call) is not comparable with that usually associated with commercial service.
Substantial link margins (on the order or 20 dB) may be required for some
constellations (particularly LEO constellations) in order to bring availability up
to a commercially acceptable level.
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Appendix. LEO/1C0 availability analysis software
The following is a brief description of the software developed to provide
the results presented in this paper. Included are the preparation of skyline data,
time domain simulation of the user-satellite link, and processing of the resulting
time domain simulation data to produce the desired outputs. The basic
methodology used in the LEOACO availability analysis was illustrated in
Figure 1.
Skyline enngpntation

A skyline is defined by the minimum (unblocked) elevation angle in every
azimuthal direction. This information is used in the time domain simulation of
the user-satellite link to decide whether a specific satellite is blocked. Two
different methods were used to produce the skyline data.
The first method assumes that all obstacles are oriented so that a line drawn
from the user to the plane of the face of the obstacle is perpendicular. and that
the obstacle's face has a rectangular outline. This allows an elevation angle
calculation to be performed on the outline of each obstacle, and requires that
the height, width, distance from the user, and azimuthal direction of each
obstacle be specified, as well as the user's height. This type of skyline calculation was used for the computations depicted in Figures 12 and 13.
The second method of producing skyline data assumes right-angled,
hexahedron-shaped obstacles (i.e., boxlike objects with four sides, a top. and a
bottom), and allows for a more practical orientation of the obstacles. Defining
the skyline involves specifying the X and Y coordinates of each object relative
to the user's position, the dimensions of each object (height. width, and
depth), and the user's height. Then, while stepping around the user in azimuth,
using 0.5° steps, the lowest unblocked elevation angle is calculated to define
the skyline. The possibility of higher buildings being behind other buildings is
also addressed in this process. This methodology was used to produce the
skyline data of Figure 3 from the simulated "low-rise" urban intersection
model illustrated in Figure 2. Although this method assumes that the obstacles
are aligned with the X and Y-axes, the assumption is not restrictive because
the entire scene can be rotated by any azimuthal angle and the user can he
placed anywhere, except inside an obstacle.
Time don min simulation

The first step in the time domain simulation methodology is to place the
user and satellites in their initial positions. The program employs a modified
inertial spherical coordinate system with its origin at the center of the earth.
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The angular coordinates are referred to the earth's latitude and longitude
values at the beginning of the simulation (when t = 0), and the radial coordinate
is specified by the distance from the origin. This coordinate system is wellsuited to examining the dynamic situation of a stationary user on the earth,
which is rotating within the spherically shaped "cage" produced by the LEO/
1CO satellite orbit tracks. Next, the maximum slant range is calculated to
eliminate "unseen" satellites (those that are blocked from view by the earth).
Dead (inactive) satellites are also removed from consideration. The elevation
and azimuth angles are then calculated for the remaining satellites, and this
information, along with the elevation angle/azimuth angle skyline "mask"
previously generated, is used to eliminate the blocked satellites. The remaining
satellites (if any) are ranked according to their elevation angles. If the number
of visible satellites is two or more, the "best" satellite is defined as the one
with the highest elevation angle, or the one that remains visible for the longest
period of time. Depending on the specified output, the pertinent data for the
best satellite are either preprocessed and stored for further processing (when
call duration/waiting time results are desired), stored without preprocessing
(for the elevation angle probability calculations), or dumped to a file (for the
time-plot outputs). An option also exists to select the "second best" satellite
for availability analysis, if desired.
Preprocessing is performed in one of two ways: either for irregular skylines, as in Figures 4 and 5, or for skylines of constant elevation angle, as in
Figure 7. For the irregular skyline models (with discrete obstacles and a
minimum horizon angle of 5° or 1)°). only one call duration histogram is
required. This histogram represents the number of times the best satellite
existed above the 5° or 10° minimum horizon angle for a certain duration. The
histogram is composed of 4,320 bins corresponding to durations of from 10 s
to 12 hr, in 10-s steps. For skylines of constant elevation angle, a separate call
duration histogram is generated for each of eight constant elevation angle
horizons. Each histogram then represents the number of times the best satellite
existed above a different minimum horizon angle for a certain duration. The
following discussion of the preprocessing methodology addresses both singleand multiple-histogram cases.
For the irregular skyline case where only one histogram is used,
preprocessing compares the best satellite's elevation angle with its previous
value to determine if the minimum elevation angle horizon has been crossed.
If a positive transition occurs (i.e., the previous elevation angle was less than
the current elevation angle), a counter is started. If no transition occurs and the
counter has been started previously, the counter is incremented. If a negative
transition occurs (i.e., the previous elevation angle was greater than the current
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elevation angle), the value of the counter is used to update the duration
histogram, and the counter is cleared. Incomplete durations (with no transitions
at the beginning and end of the duration) are logged as "lost time." Durations
over a specified maximum (typically 12 hours) are logged as "overflow"
durations. This accounts for elevation angle durations which outlast the entire
12-hr simulation.
For the case where multiple histograms are generated, each for a different
value of constant elevation angle skyline, preprocessing compares the best
satellite's elevation angle with its previous value to determine if one of the
eight minimum elevation angle horizons has been crossed. If a positive transition has occurred, a counter is started for that minimum elevation angle
horizon, and the counters for all lesser minimum elevation angle horizons are
incremented. If no transition occurs, then all the previously started counters
are incremented. If a negative transition occurs the value of the counter for
that minimum elevation angle horizon is used to update its duration histogram,
the counter is cleared, and the counters for all lesser minimum elevation angle
horizons are incremented. Incomplete and overflow durations are handled in
the same manner as for the single-histogram case.
The logged data for the elevation angle probability calculations are stored
as a histogram representing the number of times the elevation angle of the best
satellite was at certain values. Specifically, the elevation angle of the best
satellite is used to select which of the 90 histogram bins (corresponding to
elevation angles of from I ° to 90°) is to be incremented.
After the data for this time slot have been logged, the time is incremented
by a specified value and the satellite positions and user's position are updated.
Note that the satellite positions change due to their orbital motion, while the
user's position changes due to the rotation of the earth. The entire satellite
selection and data logging process repeats until the simulation time reaches a
specified endpoint, which is typically 12 hours, except when the time-plot
output option is desired, in which case the endpoint can be any value.
After the endpoint is reached, the simulation is terminated and the user's
initial longitude is incremented by a specified value. If this new initial longitude does not exceed a specified overall range, then the entire simulation
repeats from the beginning, while retaining the previously logged data.
Combining the logged data from the many simulations representing different
initial user longitude values produces the effect of simulating the satellite
system over a very long time, and these data produce long-term statistics for
call duration, waiting time, and elevation angle probabilities. Since the data
for the time-plot output option are not processed for statistics, its simulation
ends when the simulation time first reaches its endpoint. Once the longitude
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has exceeded its specified overall range, the time domain simulation is complete
and processing of the logged data into the desired outputs begins.
Output processing

The logged data are processed into the desired outputs by following one of
two paths, depending on the output options selected (The time-plot outputs
require no processing.) The elevation angle probability output option calculates
the probability density of the elevation angle based on the elevation angle
histogram data collected during the time domain simulation. These data
represent the number of times that the "best" satellite occurred at each elevation
angle (front 1 ° to 90°. in 1 ° steps). Specifically, the histogram data are processed
into a probability density by dividing the contents of each histogram bin by
the total number of possible occurrences. The resultant probability density
values are then summed to verify the calculations.
The second output option calculates call duration based on the call duration
histogram data. These data result from preprocessing the elevation angle data,
and represent the number of times that the "best" satellite existed above the 5°
(or 10°) minimum elevation angle horizon for a certain duration. The processing
methodology described below applies for single-histogram cases, which
represent irregular skylines. For cases with multiple histograms (i.e.. skylines
of constant elevation angles), the single-histogram processing is simply repeated
for each histogram.
The call duration probabilities for randomly initiated calls are based on
calculating the probability that a certain call duration could exist, given the
histogram data for the entire simulation. Specifically, the probability of a
certain call duration is calculated by summing the products of two probabilities
for all measured durations. The first probability represents the likelihood that
the specific call duration could exist within that measured duration (given a
random starting position within that measured duration). For example, a call
duration of X would have a 50-percent chance of a successful completion
within a measured duration of 2X, and a 90-percent chance within a measured
duration of IOX. The second probability represents the likelihood that the
randomly initiated call would fall within that measured duration. This depends
on the length of the measured duration, the number of occurrences of the
measured duration, and the duration of the entire simulation. This calculation
is repeated for all desired call duration values. The software also has the
ability to produce call waiting time statistics that express the probability that a
user must wait N minutes to establish a call, and call duration statistics when a
call initiation is attempted only when at least one satellite is known to be
visible.
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Software iulplemen to tion

The LEO/ieo Availability Analysis Program and the skyline calculation
programs were written in FORTRAN and implemented on a Hewlett-Packard
(HP) Series 700 workstation. The resulting skyline data (elevation angle i's
azimuth angle) were plotted using Xmgr, a plotting package on the HP
workstation. The resulting call duration/waiting time probability data were
transferred to a Macintosh computer and plotted using Microsoft Excel. The
time-plot and elevation probability data were plotted using Xmgr on the HP
workstation. Quick-look plots for some of the results were made using Xgraph,
an alternate plotting package on the HP workstation.
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Abstract
The multiple-beam, Ku-band active phased-array antennas currently being developed for communications satellites require broadband, reproducible, and power-efficient
solid-state power amplifiers (SSPAs). Since these amplifiers will operate in a multiearricr environment, they must be designed to meet a stringent linearity specification
while functioning at high efficiency. The design and development of a fully monolithic
1-W SSPA, and the production of SSPA modules for a 64-clement phased-array
antenna application, are described. A summary of phased-array antenna systems considerations is included. Monolithic microwave integrated circuit (MMIC) design approaches and the thermal analysis of the SSPA module are also reviewed.
The measured RF performance of the SSPA shows 22.5-dB small-signal gain,
output power of +30 dBm, and two-tone third-order intermodulation, C/I3, greater
than 16 dB, The power-added efficiency of the overall 1-W amplifier is greater than
25 percent, with a power chip efficiency greater than 28 percent. The measured RF
performance of 80 SSPA modules is summarized in the form of histograms. The
excellent performance uniformity obtained over all modules is the result of processinsensitive MMIC designs, chip selection procedures using on-wafer DC and RF probe
data, and a repeatable module assembly approach.

Substantial portions of this paper appeared in the Proceedings of the AIAA 15th
International Communications Satellite Systems Conference, San Diego, California,
February/March 1994, A Collection of Technical Papers, Pt. I. pp. 316-322. AIAA
Paper No. 94 -0952-CP.
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Introduction
Modern phased - array antennas for communications satellites require large
numbers of solid-state power amplifiers (SSPAS ). These components must he
miniaturized and need to perform with high efficiency due to the limited DC
power available on board the satellite. The amplifiers must also be linear in
order to operate in a multicarrier communications environment . In addition,
all modules in the array must operate with a high degree of gain and phase
uniformity for good beam isolation.
The development of SSPA technology has seen continuing reductions in
both the size and mass of these amplifiers . The hybrid microwave integrated
circuit technology was based on discrete power field - effect transistors (PETS)
fabricated on low-loss ceramic substrates . This allowed a reduction in physical size compared to packaged PET devices with Duroid substrates , although
assembly required more complex steps and bonding operations . In recent
years, work has focused on monolithic and quasi - monolithic implementations
of the power amplifiers to achieve high reliability, unifrmity , and low cost
I1]. In the fully monolithic approach , the power FETs are integrated on the
same gallium arsenide (GaAs) chip as the matching circuitry, allowing the
greatest reduction in size and weight achieved thus far. This approach also
offers enhanced reliability, with relatively few parts to be assembled into the
overall module. making the technology suitable for phased-array antenna
applications [2],131.
The objective of the work reported herein was to develop and produce a
fully monolithic SSPA module for use in Ku-band direct radiating array antennas. The modular design approach incorporates the necessary tradeoffs to
simultaneously achieve good efficiency and linearity , while meeting gain and
power requirements over the full 10.7 - to 12.75- GHz hand. Other requirements
for monolithic microwave integrated circuit ( MMIC) components include low
sensitivity to process variations and a module design based on a repeatable
assembly process . The three- stage SSPA is designed as a single-stage driver
chip followed by a two-stage power chip . This approach maximizes overall
fabrication yield while maintaining simplicity in SSPA assembly.
System considerations

Future high-capacity communications satellite systems will require phasedarray antennas that can generate a number of narrow "pencil" beams. These
beams may be dynamically reconfigured so that their shapes and/or locations,
as well as their relative beam powers, can be adjusted as needed.
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Figure I . Multibearn Active Antenna Block Diagram

Figure I is a system block diagram of an M-beam antenna. The beam
inputs are individually routed to N-way in-phase power dividers, where the N
outputs have equal amplitude. Each output is connected to an attenuator
and phase shifter, as shown in the diagram. MMIC components are typically
used for the attenuation and phase shift functions to minimize size and mass,
and to maintain uniformity among the M X N units. The outputs of the
attenuator/phase shift blocks are then connected to a series of N in-phase.
equal-amplitude M-way combiners. Each of the N combiner outputs feeds an
SSPA, filter, and radiating element, as shown. The beam-routing section of the
antenna system has an M X N matrix configuration and is referred to as the
beam-forming matrix (FILM). A unique feature of these systems is the use of
one SSPA for each radiating element, resulting in a total of N amplifiers in this
example [4].
Other sections of the antenna system include an array of heat pipes located
close to the SSPAS for efficient thermal dissipation, and a means of distributing
bias and control voltages to the SSPAS. The beam-forming capability is provided by It digital control section, in conjunction with the phase shifters and
attenuators. The signals feeding each radiating element must have amplitude
and phase relationships within close tolerance for proper beam formation [5].
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In addition to SSPA uniformity, the REM must be designed for correct amplitude and phase response on all paths. These antenna systems have the potential to dramatically increase satellite communications capacity and flexibility
while maintaining the low mass and size necessary to minimize payload
launch cost 161.
The power-added efficiency (PAF) of the SSPA becomes a critical performance parameter due to the large number of radiating elements required and
the fact that the SSPA is the primary consumer of DC power on board the
spacecraft. Figure 2 shows the relationship between the total DC power requirement for the SSPAS of an active array and the PAR of each amplifier. It is
clear that high SSPA efficiency is necessary, especially in large arrays, because
of the limited DC power available.
An added benefit of high-efficiency operation is that the junction temperature of the power FETS will be lower for a given RF output power. This
improves device reliability and increases design lifetime for the communications payload. The I-W Ku-band SSPAS were developed for a 64-element
array, which will require roughly 250 W of DC power.

SSPA 61MIC designs

To obtain an overall gain of 22.5-dB. the SSPA was designed with three
stages partitioned as a single-stage driver chip followed by a two-stage power
amplifier chip. The size of the output-stage PET was chosen based on the
output power requirement. Because the individual stages must satisfy different
linearity, efficiency, and gain requirements, their matching techniques, modes
of operation, and device widths are different. In the first stage, high gain and
high two-tone third-order inter modulation, C/13, are more important than high
efficiency. In the middle stage, high C/13 and high efficiency are equally
important, while in the output stage, high efficiency becomes more important
than high C/13.
In the design phase of this work, the performance of the individual stages
was examined to determine the impact on SSPA efficiency of losses incurred in
lumped-element matching networks. Where losses were too high, distributedelement matching approaches were used, despite their generally larger size.
The other important factor addressed in choosing the matching network
implementation was circuit sensitivity to process variations, especially for the
phased-array application where a large number of SSPA units must maintain
phase and amplitude performance within specified windows. For circuit uniformity, all shunt capacitor tuning elements in both the driver and power
amplifiers are realized as open-circuited transmission lines, although a metalinsulator-metal (MIM) capacitor would require less area. In both circuits, all
MIM shunt capacitors use relatively large (8-pF) values for RF bypass, where
capacitance variations up to ±20 percent have a negligible impact on circuit
performance. This exceeds the allowable capacitance tolerance in the fabrication process. The series DC-blocking capacitors were also chosen to have a
similar low sensitivity to fabrication variations.

Driver chip
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Figure 2. Impact of SSPA Efficiency on Antenna
DC Power Requirement
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The driver chip employs both lumped- and distributed-element thatching
networks, since the effects of loss are negligible in terms of the overall
performance of the SSPA. To obtain optimum gain from the driver, the input
and output matching circuits provide a conjugate match to the FET. As shown
in the driver schematic of Figure 3. the input matching network employs shunt
inductance near the PET gate. The series resistance placed in the upper inductive element improves the input match and gain flatness over the operating
band. The shunt inductance is used to resonate the input capacitive reactance
of the PET, thus forming a real impedance value which is transformed to 50 S2
by the remaining series inductance and shunt capacitance. The output matching
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Figure 4. Ku-Band Driver Chip

Figure 3. Driver Amplifier Schemalie

circuit incorporates an inductive T-network with a shunt L-C section to achieve
a broadband match between the FET drain and the 50-52 system impedance.
The driver FET has eight gate fingers, each 120 tm wide, for a total gate
periphery of 0.96 mm. The gate length is 0.4 pm, instead of the 0.5-pm used in
the power chip. The shorter gate increases gain by about I dB, with a negligible effect on overall SSPA efficiency. As a result of this gate length reduction, the driver FEr has 15-percent lower normalized gate-source capacitance
and 8-percent higher normalized transconductance. The driver FET size produces input and output impedance levels sufficiently high to enable relatively
simple matching networks to provide a good match across the band of interest.
The FET device width was chosen so that the output power density at 5- to
6-dB backoff in the conjugately matched condition would be sufficient to
drive the power chip. In this mode of operation, the driver will contribute only
minimally to overall nonlinearity.
Biasing for the gate and drain is done via the shunt stubs, using 8-pf RE
bypass capacitors. The gate bias section includes a 25-Q resistor in the RF
decoupling network to improve broadband circuit stability. The resistor is
located adjacent to the RF bypass capacitor (Figure 3) so that in-band gain
performance is not affected. The driver amplifier chip dimensions are 1.35 X
2.60 mm on 90-pm-thick gallium arsenide (GaAs). Figure 4 is a photograph of
the chip showing the on-wafer probe pads at the input and output. An example
of on-wafer measured driver amplifier gain is given in Figure 5. The gain
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Figure 5. Gain Distribution ofMMIC Drivers From
On-Wafer Probe Data

uniformity for the chips from this wafer is within ±0.5 dB over most of the
band. Figure 6 compares the modeled and measured gain response of a single driver chip using +4.5-V drain bias. The correlation over the 10.7- to
12.75-GHz band is excellent.
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Figure 6. Modeled vs Measured Gain of Driver Chip
Power amplifier chip
The power amplifier chip uses distributed-clement matching in the form of
printed metallization to minimize sensitivity to process variations and reduce
circuit losses. The two-stage configuration of the power chip is shown in
Figure 7. The first stage has a significant effect on overall SSPA efficiency,
since it consumes more DC power than the driver stage. This stage was
designed to operate efficiently and at a reasonable C/13 level, since it is
followed by the additional gain of the output stage. To obtain the desired
efficiency and C/13, the first stage is operated in Class-AB mode and under 2to 3-dB output backoff.
The input matching network has shunt inductive elements similar to those
of the driver chip. The resulting real impedance is transformed to 50 Q by the
k-inverter section, consisting of two series inductors (L) with a shunt capacitor
(C) at the midpoint. This structure simulates a quarter-wave transformer but
requires less chip area. The shunt L-C section at the input, and the shunt
resistors at the FET gate, improve the bandwidth of the input match.
While the input of the second-stage device is conjugately matched for high
gain, the output of the PET is matched for high power and efficiency. The
efficiency of the second stage has the greatest impact on overall SSPA efficiency. The output stage is operated in Class-AB mode, with the outputmatching circuit designed to obtain maximum power and efficiency from the

Figure 7. Power Amplifier Schematic

FET. The optimum load impedances for large-signal operation were determined from experimental load-pull measurements on test devices having the
same gate length and a known gate width. The load impedance values for the
first and second stages were then calculated by scaling the measured value
based on the actual device gate widths used in the amplifier. The resulting
optimum load impedance for the second-stage device is plotted in Figure 8
over the 10.7- to 12.75-GHz band. Also shown is the modeled load impedance
presented to the second-stage device by the output matching network, which
was calculated using the computer model of the ximic. The modeled load
impedance is within about 10 percent of the required optimum load impedance over the operating band.
The HET of the .second stage is partitioned as two cells, which are partially
matched and then combined at a point in the interstage matching network to
achieve the required bandwidth. The remainder of the interstage network
completes the transformation to the optimum load impedance for the firststage device. Similar techniques are used in the output matching network to
transform the 50-t2 system impedance to the optimum load for the output
device.
Both stages contain harmonic tuning elements at the PET drains to improve
the PAPA broadband, low-impedance reactive termination at the second
harmonic band is achieved with an open-circuited stub one-eighth-wavelength
long at the fundamental frequency. This becomes a quarter-wave stub at the
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Figure 9. Ku-Band Power Amplifier Chip
❑ Modeled Load Impedance
+ Optimum Load Impedance

Figure 8. Modeled Output Network Impedance is Optimum Loud
Impedance for Output Device

harmonic frequency, which transforms the open circuit to low impedance at
the drain side of each FET. The capacitive reactance created at the fundamental
frequency is incorporated into the matching networks as a tuning element. The
resistor placed between the gate terminals of the two FET cells of the second
stage improves the odd-mode stability of the circuit. Figure 9 is a photograph
of the power MMie. As in the driver chip, the on-wafer probe pads are visible
at the input and output bonding areas. The power chip dimensions are 2.55 X
3.65 mm on 90-µm-thick GaAs.
The on-wafer probe data for the MMic chips of a power amplifier wafer
are shown in Figure 10. Gain variation slopes from approximately 15 dB at
10.7 GHz to I I dB at 12.75 GHz. The majority of chips produce gain within a
±1-dB window. The observed gain slope is a consequence of the tuning pads
designed into the power chip, which could not he connected into the circuit at
the time of on-wafer probing. These pads can be seen in Figure 9, primarily in
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Figure 10. On-Wafer Gain Measurements of Power Chips
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the input network and to a lesser extent in the interstage and output networks.
The tuning pads provide a means of compensating for uncertainties in the FET
model and the optimum load condition for power operation. As a first check
of the on-wafer probe results, the computer model for the MMIC chip was
analyzed under the assumption that no tuning pads were connected. The
predicted result is shown in Figure I Ia as the simulated power chip performance (without tuning). The on-wafer measured gain for a representative
MMIC chip in the untamed state (Figure 1Ib) demonstrates a similar gain
variation relative to the predicted curve. When the discrete chips were measured after wafer dicing, the small-signal RE results responded to the tuning
conditions as predicted by the computer model. Following tuning pad connection, the designed small-signal gain response was obtained, as shown in Figure 12. The repeatability of the circuit tuning procedure made it possible to
use the on-wafer gain data to accurately select the power MMIC before module
assembly.
FREQUENCY (GHz)

Circuit fabrication
The MMIC fabrication method used to produce the Ku-band circuit is characterized by mesa isolation and a self-aligned gate process that incorporates
direct-write electron-beam (e-beam) lithography to form submicrometer gate
structures. A molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) machine was used to grow the
active layers. Both the driver and power chips are fabricated on 90-pm-thick
material. The FET devices of both chips use through-substrate via-holes to
provide low-impedance source grounding and additional heat sinking for the
FET. The devices have an active-layer peak doping concentration of 2 X
1017 cm 3, and a unit gate width of 125 pm [7].
The mesa pattern, which includes active areas for FETS and resistors, and
alignment marks for the ohmic mask, is exposed and developed by a photolithographic process. Unwanted active layer material is removed with an
etchant, resulting in mesas with gentle slopes to ensure the continuity of metal
layers that cross the mesa edge. This process step provides electrical isolation
between the various active devices of the circuit. Ohmic contact metallization
is patterned by a liftoff process, and then alloyed by rapid thermal annealing.
A separate baseplate mask is used to form the MIM capacitors. The baseplate
metallization is also patterned by liftoff, and the wafer is then coated with
plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) silicon nitride.
Gate-level patterns are defined by direct-write e-beam lithography, and the
gate recess is etched through the openings in the e-beam resist. The gate
metallization is then deposited by e-beam evaporation, and gate passivation is
performed after liftoff with PECVO silicon nitride.

(a) Predicted

FREQUENCY(GHz)

(b) Measured On-Wafer
Figure I I . Power Chip Performance (without tuning)
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Figure 13. Complete SSPA Module
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Figure 12. Modeled vs Measured Gain of Power Chip

SSPA module design and assembly
Figure 13 is a photograph of the fully assembled SSPA module, which
consists of a copper-tungsten carrier to which the driver and power chips are
attached with 80/20 gold-tin solder. RF input/output lines on alumina, and the
gate and drain bias boards, are mounted to the carrier using conductive epoxy.
Both bias boards were fabricated on 0.375-mm-thick alumina.
The drain bias board contains patterned gold bias lines to transfer three
independent drain biases to the MMIC chips. The board has a shunt capacitor
on each line for additional RF decoupling. During testing, as in the active
phased-array application, the drain bias voltages were fixed at +4.5, +7.5, and
+7.5 V for the three stages, respectively.
The gate bias circuit operates from a single -5 V supply and has three
emitter-followers and variable resistors to supply each FET gate with an independently controllable, constant voltage source. In addition to the chip selection
procedures described below, the gate voltage adjustment capability allowed
the gain level to be equalized among all modules during the final RE test.

The metal lid provides physical protection for the MMICs and forms an RF
enclosure to minimize radiation effects. The interior dimensions of the lid
cavity are selected such that the cutoff frequency is well above the band of
operation, thus guarding against potential oscillation problems when the lid is
in place. The overall dimensions of the SSPA module are approximately
2.5 X 2.5 X 0.63 cm.
A multinode finite-element thermal model of the MMIC chips and coppertungsten carrier was used to determine the thermal resistance between the FET
channel area and the bottom of the carrier. The GaAs chip was divided into six
layers, each 15-µm thick, for more accurate calculation of thermal spreading
resistance. The model also takes into account the reduction of GaAs thermal
conductivity with increasing temperature. Assuming a baseplate temperature
of 60°C, the maximum predicted PET channel temperature is 107°C-well
below the typical reliability upper limit of 140°C. This thermal model conservatively neglects the additional heat conduction provided by the PET via-holes.
As described previously, the driver and power MMIC chips contain provisions for on-wafer RF testing. As a final step before chip dicing, the circuits
were evaluated for small-signal gain and return loss behavior over the 10.70to 12.75-GHz band. A typical on-wafer measurement procedure created a
database of chip S-parameters at five frequencies uniformly spaced across the
full band. Results for each chip were stored with the chip row and column
identifier as a reference for unique correlation. In addition to the RF measurements, each amplifier FET was measured for DC characteristics, including
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saturation current density, transconductance, pinch-off voltage, and breakdown voltage. These results were also stored in a database, with a row and
column identifier for each chip.
The DC and RF data were used in a detailed chip selection procedure prior
to module assembly. to ensure optimum uniformity and RF yield. The primary
performance indicators for the driver chip were RF gain and return loss. The
DC FELT measurements were available as a secondary indicator; however, the
gain level and flatness of the driver are more critical in determining overall
module performance compared to power and efficiency. This information is
available from the RF small-signal measurement.
Power chip selection relies on both DC and RF on-wafer data. The RE data
are used as an initial screen for small-signal performance. The DC data
(especially the saturation current density and breakdown voltage) indicate the
large-signal performance of the chip.
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Measured SSPA HF performance
Test fixtures were designed and fabricated to allow complete RF testing of
the SSPA modules. A computer-controlled test facility was implemented for
efficient testing of the units. Basic small-signal testing included frequencyswept gain and input/output return loss measurements. These were performed
at narrowband (10.5 to 13 GHz), with the option of broadband (0.05- to
20-GHz) measurement. Another setup under the same computer control
characterized SSPA output power. PAF. and C/I3 as a function of input power.
Transfer phase variation as a function of input drive was measured with a
vector network analyzer. The measurements were generally performed at
25°C, although measurements at 50°C were conducted on a sample basis.
Noise-power ratio measurements were also performed on the sample units.
The small-signal swept gain of the complete three-stage module is shown
in Figure 14. The gain is nominally 22.5 dB over the band of interest, with
approximately ±0.5-dB gain variation. At 50°C, the small-signal gain decreases
by approximately 2 dB.
Figure 15 is a plot of the SSPA output power vs input drive at the five
standard measurement frequencies across the band. The module achieves
greater than 31-dBm saturated output power, and about 30 dBm at 2-dB gain
compression. The somewhat lower power capability at frequency f2 has been
attributed to a test-fixture-related discontinuity and its mismatching effect on
the output of the SSPA at this frequency. A similar plot of efficiency vs input
drive (Figure 16) shows peak efficiencies of approximately 30 percent, and 22
to 26 percent at 2-dB compression.

13.00
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Figure 14. Swept Sinall- Signal Gain of SSPA Unit
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Figure 15. Output Power vs Input Power of SSPA
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Figure 16. SSPA PAE vs Input Drive
The C/13 measurements are shown in Figure 17. Frequency separation is
10 MHz. The results were generally better than 16 dB at 2-dB compression,
except at frequency,f2 (which is again consistent with the test fixture discontinuity effect noted previously).
In the active transmit phased-array antenna application, each radiating
element of the antenna is driven by a transmit module partitioned as the SSPA
section, the electronic power conditioner (EPC) section, and the output filter.
The SSPA section is located adjacent to the heat pipes for optimum thermal
dissipation. The SSPA, in cascade with the pre-driver stages, produces greater
than 65-dB overall small-signal gain.
The excellent uniformity of RF performance attained is summarized in a
composite swept gain plot of more than 75 units (Figure 18). A total of 80
modules were produced, including 04 for the actual antenna array, plus a
number of spare units. The histogram in Figure 19 represents the small-signal
gain at hand edges and center for all 80 modules. Approximately 75 of the
modules have gain within a 2-dB window across the full frequency hand.
Similarly, the output power averages 30 dBm, with almost all units lying
between 29.5 and 30.5 dBm (Figure 20). All output powers here arc referenced to an input power of +10 dBm. The (713 performance is generally better
than 16 dB at the 2-dB gain compression point (Figure 21).

Figure 17. SSPA C4, vs Input Drive

Figure 18. Composite Plot of Small-Signal Gain for
More Than 75 SSPAs
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drain-bias supplies on the MMIC chip carriers simplified module assembly and
testing. In the future, similar design and production methods should be extendable to the development of flight-qualified SSPAS for space communications applications.
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Conclnsions
A fully monolithic I-W Ku-band SSPA module consisting of a single-stage
driver amplifier and a two-stage power amplifier has been developed for a
communications satellite phased-array antenna. This work has verified that
GaAs MMIC technology can be used to produce I-W SSPAS for phased-array
applications. Efficient assembly and RF performance uniformity were demonstrated for 80 production units. In general, the small- and large-signal performance of the modules was consistent with the designs. Assembly of gate- and
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Abstract
The Interim System Planning Computer (ISPC) will be used to plan and manage
networks operating on military communications satellites. The ISPC architecture supports
a hierarchical division of responsibilities between the system manager and the managers
of the individual networks that make up the system. The system- and network-level
functions may be contained within a single processor or distributed among processors
located at various sites. The basic ISPC planning and operations functions include
scenario definition, resource allocation, ephemeris propagation, key management, and
system monitoring.
The ISPC operates on engineering workstations with dual-screen displays, and the
design incorporates a user-friendly graphical user interface and a distributed relational
database. To support the distributed nature of the ISPC architecture, ISPCs can communicate with each other over both local area networks and wide area networks, via
X.25 connections, or via satellite control circuits using a link-level protocol designed
to ensure high data throughput.

Introduction
The Interim System Planning Computer (ISpe) is a distributed computerbased facility that will be used to plan, monitor, and reconfigure satellite
communications networks operating within the Universal Modem System
(UMS). The UMS will provide fixed-ground, transportable-ground, airborne,
and ship users with survivable antijam, anti-scintillation, low-probability-ofexploitation interoperable digital data communications. The system will use
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nonprocessing transponders on U.S., British, French. and North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) satellites, including DSCS u, DSCS In. SKYNET4,
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The following functions are performed by all IsPCs, regardless of mode:
• Maintain database concurrence.

SYRACUSE, NATO III, and NATO IV.

The mission of the IsiC is to provide scenario definition, resource allocation,
ephemeris propagation, key management, system monitoring, data dissemination, handover control, computer operations, and general support functions at
both the system and network levels. This paper describes the system architecture of the ispc, with emphasis on the graphical user interface (GUI), relational
database, communications functions, and the system management functions it
performs.

ISPC orerriew
The ISPC supports hierarchical management functions operating at both the
system and network levels. Each ISPC can operate in one or more of the
following modes:
• System Operations Controller (SOC) Mode. In this mode, the ISPC
manages a system consisting of up to 32 networks, operating on as
many as five satellites. The SOC plans system scenarios, allocates
satellite resources to networks, plans interoperahle circuits and system
control circuits, performs ephemeris propagation, manages cryptographic keys, monitors overall system status, and directs system-wide
reconfigurations.
• Network Operations Controller (NOC) Mode. In the NOC mode, the
ISPC manages a network of up to 128 universal modems (Ums). Tile
NOC plans network scenarios, allocates power and bandwidth to user
circuits, manages keys for intranetwork use, generates and distributes
network implementation plans (Nips) and NIP updates, monitors circuit and terminal performance, and directs network reconfigurations.
• Alternate SOC (ASOC) Mode. In this mode, the IspC serves as a hot
standby for the soc. The ASOC monitors overall system status and
maintains a system database concurrent with that of the soc in order
to assume the SoC role in the event of a handover.
• Alternate NOC (ANOC) Mode. In the ANOC mode, the ISPC serves as a
hot standby for the NoC. The ANOC monitors circuit and terminal
performance and maintains a network database concurrent with that
of the NOC in order to assume the NOC role in the event of a handover.

• Manage planned or unplanned handover of control functions to other
ISPCs to ensure UMS survival.
• Manage ispc startup, recovery after brief outages, and shutdown.
• Provide general support, including database management, operator
interface, alarm and message handling, and logging and retrieval.
• Emulate the operator interface units for collocated UMs.
The isPc source code is written in the Ada programming language. The
software development process conforms to the documentation, configuration
management, quality assurance, and testing requirements of DOD-STD-2167A.
The ispc hardware consists of a Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC)
VAXstation 4000 Model 60 with dual screens controlled from a .single keyboard and mouse, running the VMS operating system. The isPc takes full
advantage of advanced computer hardware and software technologies, including
interactive GUIs, distributed relational databases, and computer communications.

ISPC operator interface
The ISPC provides a user-friendly graphical operator interface which
generates displays, processes operator inputs, and provides for efficient operator
control of all 1SPC functions. It satisfies stringent human engineering performance requirements and is compatible with the skill levels of the rsPC operators.
The design employs techniques and features known to improve operator comprehension and minimize operator overload.
The operator interface is based on the X Window systema networktransparent windowing system that has become an industry standard. Use of
this technology permits applications to operate across networks in a heterogeneous and geographically distributed environment. OSF/Motif, a tool kit
offered by the Open Software Foundation, provides the operator interface
"look and feel." The AXIS Toolkit, a COMSAT-proprietary user interface
development environment. permits software developers to generate the operator interface interactively, thus minimizing the software development effort.
The ISPC operator interface provides full support for dual screens at each
operator workstation. The software allows the operator to select the screen on
which individual application windows will appear, or to use a default screen
layout. If one screen fails, the operator can continue to work on the remaining
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screen. The 1SPC operator interface screen hierarchy is presented in an Appendix to this paper.

ISPC database
The data necessary to define a UMS configuration are stored in a relational
database, which is maintained in a consistent state at all ispc sites. The
database contains both scenario-dependent and scenario-independent data. A
scenario defines the specific system or network resources required in order to
respond to a specific threat environment. The ISPC stores up to 10 system
scenarios and 10 network scenarios for each network supported. An operator
may create "official" scenarios, which are automatically distributed to all
other IsPcs, as well as "unofficial" scenarios for "what-if' planning.
The isPc database is controlled by DEC's Rdb/vMS relational database
management system. Rdb/vMS uses the Structured Query Language (SQL),
which is the industry-standard relational database language.
Data specified at the system level include the locations of all IsPcs and
Ems. as well as satellite configurations, terminal parameters, network
membership, control circuit and interoperable (i.e., internetwork) circuit
descriptions, ephemeris parameters, TRANSEC and COMSEC keys, and the power
and bandwidth allocations to each network. Network-level data include modem
parameters, group membership, intranetwork circuit descriptions, and circuit
power allocations.
The ispc automatically disseminates system scenario-independent data and
official system scenario data specified at the SOC to all other IsPcs in the
system. It also disseminates network scenario-independent data and official
network scenario data specified at the NOC to all IsPcs that serve as ANOCS.
Automatic dissemination of these data ensures database concurrency throughout the system, which facilitates handover of control in the event of ISPC
failure. The operator may also manually transfer selected unofficial data to
other IsPcs.
later-ISPC communications
The soc operator has complete flexibility in specifying the architecture of
the UMS-in particular, the geographical distribution of IsPcs and uMB, the
roles assumed by each isPC, and the communications links between them.
Figure 1 shows the ISPC operational environment, which consists of a number
of IsPcs connected via local area networks (LANs) to collocated uMS acting as
either network control terminals (NCTs) or network terminals (NTs).

WAN

CONTROL CIRCUIT

Figure 1. ISPC Operational Environment

Interconnection between sites is provided by wide area networks (wANS),
packet-switched networks (using X.25), or satellite control circuits established
through the UMB.
The ISPC software consists of multiple application processes that use the
services of the LAN message router (LMR) to send messages to UMS and to
applications in other IsPcs. The LMR employs the LAN message protocol
(LAMP) format for all messages transmitted over the LAN. For communications
with other isPCs, it uses the satellite communications protocol (SCP), a selectiverepeat transport-level protocol that ensures efficient transmission over satellite
links characterized by high bit error ratios (HERS) and/or long transmission
delays. Reliable delivery and flow control of packets between the isPC and its
collocated UMS is provided by the telecommunications protocol/internetworking
protocol (TCP/IP).

Figure 2 shows the protocol layers used for ISPC-to-ISPC communications.
The UM accepts packets from the ISPC and sends them over an appropriate
satellite control circuit to a remote UM, which forwards them to the destination
isPC. If an ISPC needs to send messages over a satellite control circuit provided
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by a uM to which it is not directly connected, it sends those messages first to
an ISPC which is connected to that EM, which will perform the appropriate
routing.
Key features of the communications software are the dynamic routing
protocol and the SCP protocol. which are described below.
Dynamic routing protocol

The ISPC employs a dynamic routing protocol to transfer messages between
ISPCS using the LAN and control circuits. This protocol automatically selects
the shortest available path to each destination ISPC. When one or more circuits
fail, the routing algorithm automatically switches to alternate predefined routes,
without operator intervention. The operator is notified if no alternate route is
available.
This protocol i s based on the routing information protocol (RIP) I 1 1, which
has become a standard for the exchange of routing information between
gateways and hosts. The ISPC routing protocol, UMS RIP, uses many of the
concepts and algorithms of the standard Rip, but differs from the standard RIP
in that it:

• Performs routing based on ISPC IDs rather than Internet addresses.
• Uses a unique message format.
• Does not support the routing table request message.
• Always sends complete routing table information, never partial updates.
• Does not delete a destination from the routing table when it becomes
unreachable, rather the destination remains with a distance of infinity.
• Supports multiple physical links between two ISPCS.

Like the standard RIP, the UMS RIP uses a distance vector algorithm to
determine the total "distance" from a source to a destination. The ISPC associates
a distance with each link-with LAN connections having the lowest values of
distance, and satellite control circuits having higher values. The total distance
is the sum of all distances from the source to the destination.
The general UMS RIP algorithm can be summarized as follows. The algorithm
maintains a table of routing information with an entry for each destination
ISPC. Each entry contains the total distance to the destination and an indication
of the physical link of choice. The algorithm also maintains a table of physical
links to neighboring ISPCS. The status of each link is altered based on connection updates and the presence or absence of periodic routing status information
on the link. Changes in link status may result in the selection of an alternate
physical link to the same ISPC, and/or the sending of route status messages to
neighbors.
Route status messages containing the total distance to each ISPC are sent
periodically to every neighbor. When routing status information is received
from a neighbor, the distance associated with the link on which the status was
received is added to each distance in the status table. The resulting distances
are compared with current routing table entries and, if a new distance is less,
the entry is updated to adopt the new route. Each routing table entry that
specified a route through the sending neighbor is updated to reflect the new
distance, even if the distance is greater. If the routing information was changed,
routing status information is sent to neighbors.
Satellite cmmnunications protocol

The SCP 121 is a highly reliable host-to-host protocol for use between ISPCS
connected via the LAN or satellite control circuits. It provides very high
throughput performance, even under stressed conditions, and can operate
efficiently over satellite links with delays varying from 270 ms to 60 s and
link rates from 300 to 4,800 bits/s (and beyond) without reconfiguration for
each specific link. The SCP employs a selective retransmission strategy, as
opposed to the go-back-N strategy commonly used by other protocols. The
protocol performs the following functions:
• Connection Management. The SCP provides multiple independent
logical connections between any pair of ISPCS. Multiple SOP connections
may share a satellite control circuit.
• Data Transfer Functions. Data are delivered reliably and in sequence
to the destination. Packets with errors are recovered by retransmissions.
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An alarm is generated for messages that cannot be delivered after
repeated attempts.
Segmenting and Reassembly. Messages larger than 128 octets are
fragmented into multiple packets to fit into 128-octet UMS frames (the
last frame may be 32 octets) and reassembled into messages prior to
delivery to the destination application.
• Priority. Messages are associated with one of three priority levels:
low, medium, or high. Between any two IsPCS, a separate scP connection will be set up for each priority level, with the higher level
connection having priority access to a satellite control circuit.
• Flow Control. The scP provides flow control between a source and
destination so that the source will send data no faster than the destination can receive.
Figure 3 shows the throughput performance of the scP, based on simulation
results. The figure also depicts the performance of an ideal go-back-N
(nonselective retransmission) type protocol and an ideal selective retransmission protocol with infinite receive buffer size. The latter curves are based on
analytical results and represent an upper bound on performance for the respective class of protocols.
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Planning
Planning for the VMS system is performed at both the system and network
levels, as shown in Figure 4. It consists of three steps: scenario definition,
resource allocation, and NIP generation.
Scenario definition

The ISPC operator plans system and network configurations (i.e., scenarios)
to accommodate anticipated threat and environmental conditions. At the system
level, the SoC operator defines the tsPCs, networks, modems, satellites, terminal types, and terminals in the system. The operator may also define up to 10
system scenarios, each associated with a specific mission requirement or
anticipated threat. For each system scenario, the soC operator identifies the
satellites used, jamming threat, transponder connectivities, and antenna pointing
angles, as well as the interoperable (between networks) circuits and control
circuits used in that scenario. Figure 5 shows a typical dialog for entering
system-level data, in this case terminal types.
At the network level, the NOC operator specifies the modem operational
parameters, interface equipment, and modem groups pertaining to the operator's
own specific network (or networks). The operator may also define up to 10
network scenarios, each based on a specific system scenario. For each network scenario, the NOC operator identifies the group memberships, modem
devolution rank, and alarm thresholds, as well as the intranetwork circuits
used in that scenario.
Resource allocation
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10-8

I
10-7
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Figure 3. SCP Performance

Using the resource allocation function, the ISPC operator can compute the
terminal and satellite resources required to satisfy each scenario. The responsibility for allocating resources is shared between the SOC and NEC, with the
soc allocating resources to networks, and the Noc assigning power to individual circuits within the network.
Based on a high-level definition of communications requirements, the soc
generates an estimate of the total resources (transponder power and bandwidth) required to support each network. The soc then checks these values
against satellite and terminal parameters and operational constraints and forwards them to the NOCS.
Using these inputs and the definition of required connectivity for a network
configuration, the NoC determines the power level required for each circuit
and the predicted performance and margin of each link. This analysis accounts
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Figure 4. ISPC Planning Function

Figure 5. Typical Data Input Dialog

for the effects of thermal noise, interference, intermodulation, jamming, highaltitude nuclear explosions (HANES). and atmospheric fading. Figure 6 is a
simplified diagram of the satellite communications link.
The nonlinear characteristics of the satellite transponder are designed to be
frequency-independent (or "memoryless") and are represented by a complex
Fourier-Bessel series representing the complex output carrier level to the input
carrier level for a single carrier 131. This representation is used to calculate the
output power levels of individual signals, given their input power levels
(thereby accounting for small-carrier suppression effects), and to determine
the inter modulation noise spectrum.
For the purpose of determining intermodulation noise only, the inputs to
the transponder are represented by a composite Gaussian signal having the
same spectral shape as the composite of the uMs signals, broadband noise
jammers, Gaussian jammers, nonconstant envelope jammers, signals from
other uMs networks, and non-UMS signals sharing the same transponder. (Other
uMS networks sharing the same transponder are assumed to use the full power
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and bandwidth resources allocated to them by the soC.) The validity of the
Gaussian model is based on the assumption that frequency-hopped signals
have random, equiprobable frequency and phase, and furthermore that even
for constant-envelope signals, the spectral properties become Gaussian when
the number of signals is greater than 10. The resulting intermodulation spectrum
is determined by convolving the composite spectrum with itself the requisite
number of times to account for both third- and fifth-order intermod products.
The principal advantage of this approach over calculating individual intermod
products is that the execution time is (essentially) independent of the number
of input signals. The operator may trade off execution time Ps accuracy by
selecting the spectral resolution to be used, and by indicating whether fifthorder intermod products are to be accounted for.
Given the required BER for each link, the tspC determines the minimum
energy-per-bit to noise-power density ratio, Eh/No, required at the receive
terminal. A simple and efficient optimization procedure determines the satellite transponder input power needed for each circuit in order to achieve the
required EI1/No. The link delta is the difference between the actual and minimum required E1,/N,,. The link deltas for each circuit are computed and compared with operator-specified minimum margins to determine the adjusted
value of transmitted power for the next iteration. The iteration process continues until every link meets its prescribed BER, or until the process diverges.
indicating that the objective for one or more links is unachievable.
In performing link calculations, the ISPc computes the satellite antenna
gain values in the direction of individual earth station locations. The satellite
antenna gain patterns are represented either analytically (using a model for a
circular antenna beam) or by means of measured gain values in tabular form.
For multiple-beam antennas, the individual feeds are represented by a grid of
measured gain values for each feed, and by an amplitude and phase weighting
associated with each feed. Antennas with fixed noncircular beam shapes can
be modeled as several circular beams combined with fixed amplitude and
phase weightings.
Nn' generation

Upon completion of the resource allocation process, the NOC operator may
perform a validity check to ensure that all information in the scenario is
complete and consistent, and then generate a Nip and distribute it to all
modems in the network. Each NIP contains up to 10 configurations, where
each configuration corresponds to a valid network scenario. An IspC is capable
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of creating, saving, retrieving, and editing up to 10 configurations for each NIP
in up to 32 networks. Subsequent modifications to network scenarios are
distributed to the modems in the norm of NIP updates.
Ephemeris calculations
The IsPC performs calculations to predict satellite position and velocity
values, which in turn are used by the modems to predict earth-terminal-tosatellite range and Doppler effects for up to 36 days into the future (see
Figure 7).

The SOC operator initiates ephemeris propagation by entering an orbit
vector, which defines the state of the satellite at a single known point in time.
A sophisticated four-body orbit model predicts the precise position and velocity

of the satellite at hourly intervals over an operator-defined schedule. A Gaussian
"variation of parameters' formulation of the equations of motion is used to
express the acceleration of the satellite as a function of the significant forces
acting upon it. The relevant forces modeled are the point-mass gravitational
forces of the earth, sun, and moon; the nonspherical component of the earth's
gravitational potential; and the solar radiation pressure. The function numerically integrates the equations of motion using the Bulirshe-Stoer method to
produce predicted precision state vectors at intervals of I hour for each day
over the 36-day period.
The output of this process is a table of Keplerian orbital parameter sets for
the period-one set for each day. Each parameter set defines an elliptical
Keplerian orbit obtained by minimizing the least-square error between the
precision state vectors generated for that day and the simpler two-body model
of the orbit. These parameter sets are then distributed to the NO( s. where they
are included in an NIP update distributed to the modems. Each parameter set
will allow the modem to run the simpler orbit model fora day to predict earthterminal-to-satell ite range and Doppler effects to the desired accuracy. and to
aid the modem in acquiring and tracking signal timing and frequency.
Keg managetnent

SYSTEM
DATABASE

ORBIT
VECTOR

Data security in the EMS depends on the secrecy of the cryptographic keys.
Key management (Figure 8) includes all of the procedures employed for
generating, storing, assigning. distributing, and terminating the keys.
The ISPC Key Manager performs the following functions:
• Sends control messages to the external rekey equipment.
• Receives status messages and keys from the rekey equipment.
• Stores keys and assigns them to appropriate modems.
• Supports the key distribution protocol, which includes transmitting
keys to modems, receiving status messages, and servicing alarms.

GENERATE
NIP
UPDATE

Figure 7. Ephemeris Propagalion

• Provides rekeying to zero the keys in selected modems.
The Key Manager offers over-the-air key distribution on a scheduled basis,
at least once per traffic key cryptorollover period. In addition, the modem
operator may direct the Key Manager to perform unscheduled over-the-air
rekeying to recover from the compromise of one or more modem keys.
The rsPC monitors the current status of all keys based on status information
included by the NCT in the Resource Utilization Database (RUD) reports,
which are transmitted periodically to the NOC.
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Figure 9. ISPC Monitoring Function

Monitoring

the SOC. Both the SoC and NOC perform analyses to support operator troubleshooting.

Both the SOC and NOC perform monitoring functions, as shown in Figure 9.
The NOC receives RUD data from the NUT for every modem in the network at
minimum intervals of I minute. The RUD data reported to the NOC include the
Eh/N„ and BER measured at the modems, the status of equipment used for
active circuits. and the modem transmit power. Based on this information, the
NOC generates operational status displays and sends network status reports to

The NOC generates an operational status display of the following information for each active circuit in the network• Link performance deviation (planned vs reported Eh/N, and PER)
• Terminal power deviation (planned vs reported transmit power)
• Link measurement error (computed vs measured E/N„)
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• Reported vs planned network power utilization

or to generate a NIP update to modify an existing scenario. All monitoring data
are logged for subsequent retrieval and review.

• Alarms. if deviations are outside operator-specified limits
• Operational status (Available, Busy, Failed, or Planned Maintenance)
of all UM Ports
• Alarms, if circuits cannot he supported due to failed or unavailable
equipment.
Figure 10 shows a typical link stairs monitoring dialog.
The Soc accepts network status reports as input and generates a system
status report that can be displayed, printed. or logged, at the option of the Soc
operator. An alarm summary indicates the highest priority alarm(s) reported in
each network status report.
Based on the monitoring information displayed at both the network and
system levels, TSPC operators can determine the status of all major system
components and the degree to which network performance conforms to the
plan. When anomalies are encountered, the operator can quickly identify the
source of the problem and take action to either reconfigure to another scenario

Conchlsons
The tSPc represents a significant step toward integrating diverse satellite
system management functions within a single architectural framework and
computing platform. Recent major advances in computer system technology,
such as graphical user interfaces, relational databases, and computer communications. have resulted in a system that is efficient, flexible, and user friendly.
and can he readily expanded to meet future system management needs.
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